BOOK 54

GOD’S LAW GIVEN AT CREATION 5775 YEARS AGO - THE NOHADITE LAWS LATER GIVEN BY GOD AS 10 COMMANDMENTS ARE THE SEED OF ALL JURISPRUDENCE - IN THE WORLD

MOSHE SISELSENDER
I am enclosing my book[essay] #50 that details what we discussed when you last was in my house. It discusses the chemistry- make up- of the Jewish Judicial System referred to as the Oral law the Talmud and the 2000 year development of Jewish Law from ancient times to today. The Digest is referred as the Shulcham Aruch. Translation THE SET TABLE.

Jewish belief holds that the System called the Oral Law is Divinely given 3400 years ago at Mount Sinai at the time that God gave mankind the Ten Commandments. Part of the Oral law was reduced to writing before Jesus
was born. Other parts were written between the year 100-200 ACE.

I have a book called Otzer Havekuchim by J Eisensein pages 332-348 who cites many passages from the Oral Law -the Talmud -that have parallel concepts to the passages found in the New Testament.

Eisenstein believes that the moral ethical concepts of the New Testament come from the Talmud. In my studies I have discovered more instances of borrowing by the writers of the New Testament from the Talmud.

I am a scholar of Jewish, as well as, other historical Judicial systems going back 3000 4000 years. It is my thesis that all Judicial systems are part of the religion culture philosophy of the ancient people. There exist parallel basic concepts in the Systems.
I am compiling material to prove that all legal systems especially the Roman English American- Federal and States trace their origin to the Talmud and the 3400 year development of Jewish law.

Jacob J. Rabinowitz a Rabbi and attorney has written a book “Jewish Law” where he proves that Roman English American Federal and State laws all can be traced from the Talmud and Jewish jurisprudence. He cites manuscripts from Roman English American Federal and State laws to substantiate his thesis. Other authors believe the same. One merely has to google Jewish law roots of Roman English American law and one will find what I am discussing.

However on the other hand, each religion makes similar claims. All religions claims that their God or gods revealed their judicial system. The ancient Greeks claimed that Zues
revealed their Mystery Religion philosophy and legal system at Mount Olympia. The ancient Romans claimed that their Mystery Religion and legal system was given by Jupitor at a Roman Mountain. The Hindus believed that one of their gods revealed their Mystery Religion philosophy and Legal System of Jurisprudence. The Budhists similarly believed that one of their gods Revealed their religion philosophy and system of Jurisprudence. The Babylonians claimed that their god revealed their religion philosophy and legal system of Jurisprudence to them. They point to the Code of Hamuarabi of 4000 years ago. Each of these religions claim that the whole world borrowed from them. They were the originators.

A forensic scientist would analyze the common denominators of all religions – the moral ethical laws. The scientists would analyze all legal jurisprudence Systems.
He would compare them with the Ten Commandments that are the written form of the Seven Nohadite Principles—given by God at the time of Creation 5775 years ago. He would note that all contemporary legal systems incorporate all of the Ten Commandments.

Thus all the contestants by virtue of claiming authorship of the same Principles as the Ten Commandments ipso facto authenticate the substance of the Ten Commandments.

Permit me to state my view. I believe that God endowed all mankind with common sense. WHEN MAN IS HONEST AND HE ALLOWS HIS OWN MIND TO THINK. HE WILL DISCOVER THAT MANY OF HIS THOUGHTS WERE ALREADY THOUGHT ABOUT BY OTHER HONEST
THINKERS. WHEN MAN USES HIS MIND AND DOES NOT FORBID HIMSELF TO QUESTION. —

THERE EXISTS NOTHING THAT IS A GIVEN.

EVERYTHING SHOULD BE REVISITED IF IT MAKES SENSE.

MAN MAY DISCOVER THAT OTHERS REACHED A SIMILAR CONCLUSION.

WHEN ONE DRIVES HE/SHE WILL DISCOVER THAT THERE EXIST OTHERS WHO ALSO ARE DRIVING THE SAME ROAD.
AND IF NOT

ONE'S OWN CONCLUSION HAVE VALIDITY AND VITALITY.

TRUTH CAN CHANGE FROM ONE DAY TO THE NEXT. AS LONG AS ONE DOES NOT IMPOSE ON OTHERS HIS/HER TRUTH ONE IS FREE TO THINK AND REACH THEIR CONCLUSIONS.

I BELIEVE THAT EACH NATION RELIGION AND CULTURE [1]MAY HAVE BORROWED FROM OTHERS. THEN THEY DEVELOPED AND SHAPED THE LAW TO ACCOMMODATE AND SOLVE PROBLEMS COMMON TO THEIR AGE AND CULTURE. [2] DEVELOPED THE IDEAS THEMSELVES AND DEVELOPED THEM TO ACCOMMODATE THEIR CIRCUMSTANCES.
I BELIEVE THAT THEIR STARTING POINT—THE ORIGIN—THE COMMON DENOMINATOR—IS JEWISH LAW FOUND IN THE THOUSANDS OF BOOKS AND SUMMARIZED IN THE SHULCHAN ARUCH—THE DIGEST OF JEWISH LAW—DEVELOPED OVER THE LAST 5775 YEARS. THE Nohadie Laws were given by God at Creation 5775 years ago. They were repeated by God to Noah and bear his name since he and his family were the only survivors of the deluge that drowned all mankind with the exception of Noah and his family.
WHEN THE MESSIAH COMES- WHO EVER HE OR SHE IS - WILL THEN DEFINE THIS MYSTERY.

I PERSONALLY BELIEVE THAT MESSIAH WILL LET EACH INDIVIDUAL CONTINUE TO BELIEVE THE WAY THEY WERE USED TO. GOD DOES NOT CARE. AS LONG AS MAN /WOMAN DOES NOT FORCE OTHERS TO ACCEPT HIS /HER TRUTH.

I placed a link to the above translations in [1] [2] [3] ON MY WEB SITE.

MY WEB SITE IS
god life jewish Israel

my pen name is moshe siselsender.
Moses=moshe in Hebrew
sisel = my mother’s first name
sender= my father’s first name

I presently have over 700-800 million visitors each day to my web site I used to have 2 billion.